SPINNING

AROUND

Twisted within the green surrounds of Los Altos Hills, Feldman
Architecture has resurrected an architectural gem from the 60s
Photography Adam Rouse
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”THE DISTINCT CURVATURE OF THE EXTERIOR
ENVELOPE UNLOCKED DRAMATIC PANORAMAS”

Glazed punctuations
present sweeping views
down over Los Altos
Hills. These snippets of
landscape add a touch
of colour and interest
in the otherwise
minimalist interior

T

rends come and go in California as quickly as the flights arrive
and depart from LAX. Unless it's something brilliant, its run in
the Hollywood state of glitz and glamour is often pretty brief –
particularly when it comes to the world of design. If we look back
to the 60s, a shift towards cylindrical plans saw curved dwellings
raise their heads through California's forested hills, enticing
homeowners who were searching for something that would stand
out from the crowd. And though this movement was fleeting, the
circular abodes which survived the millennium still appeal to the
discerning home-buyer today. When Meera and her family of four
first laid eyes on this rounded Los Altos Hills property, they were
instantly taken by its quirks. But the dream was short-lived. Once unpacked
and settled in, the challenges of its form began to reveal themselves. Feldman
Architecture explain, "the pair recognised the inefficiencies of their new home
– low window eaves awkwardly obstructed the otherwise spectacular views." So
instead of the few nips and tucks Meera had previously planned, Feldman were
brought on to transform the home into an open, contemporary haven that truly
maximised the full potential of its circular footprint. Although the team were
yet to tackle a plan of this kind, instictively they wanted to work from the
inside out, starting with the core. "Meera is an avid cook and baker and wanted
food, cooking, and therefore the kitchen, to act as the home’s metaphorical and
physical centre." Lifting out of a polished concrete floor, the kitchen mimics
the external body, embracing a cylindrical design that allows for a large island
and uninterrupted flow. A small skylight hangs above, spotlighting the space
and casting shadows that reveal the time of the day. Conventional solutions
may favour geometry, but fortune favours the brave, and thinking outside of
the box – quite literally – has resulted in a home like we've never seen before.
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HOME PROFILE
PROPERTY DESCRIPTION
The dated plan of a 1965 property
has been opened up and
modernised. Its central courtyard
now functions as the kitchen where
custom curved casework sits
behind an island drenched in
sunlight. A wrap around hallway
emphasises the concentric
footprint and spirals off to a
number of living spaces. Timber
decking peers out from behind
glazed pocket doors, crawling
around the abode and providing a
viewing platform for vistas over
the south bay. Although the main
programme features over one floor,
the sloped site gave way to a new
level for secondary spaces.
PROJECT SIZE
474 sq. m
LOCATION
Los Altos Hills, California

Low eaves previously
barricaded views
from the home
over the bay. Now,
floor-to-ceiling
replacements open
the dwelling up to
the elements and
provide endless
opportunities to get
lost in the panorama

Photo: Morten Rakke
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MEET THE ARCHITECT

Crafted by nature
Refined for living

Feldman Architecture
A site-specific, light-driven approach
to design has seen this architectural
firm win a number of awards
How much of the existing fabric
of the build did you maintain? The
existing structure had to be brought up
to current seismic codes, with structural
work happening throughout the project.
Visually, the team took advantage
of this and modified some of the
segmented walls into pure curved walls.
Have you worked with a circular plan
before? No, and it was very exciting to
develop a precise plan that respected
the tangent points of the circular shape,
which all referred back to the central core
- the kitchen. We custom designed steel
inserts in the concrete floor and the deck
boards were cut in a tapered shape to
respect the curved geometry. The
process was thoroughly enjoyable as
we had to question and reinterpret each
detail in our tool-kit that would have
worked for an orthogonal building. The
project warranted a higher degree of
collaboration between the design team,
the consultants and the contractor.
Tell us more about the vertical slats
that feature internally. The slats
were screen elements that allowed us
to softly define spaces, while respecting
a ‘curved’ form and creating a level
of transparency to adjacent areas.

”DECK BOARDS WERE CUT IN A TAPERED
SHAPE TO RESPECT THE GEOMETRY”
PROJECT NOTES
ARCHITECT
Feldman Architecture

LANDSCAPE
Variegated green

GENERAL
CONTRACTOR
Bay West Builder

ARBORIST
Urban Tree
Management

CIVIL ENGINEER
Lea + Braze
Engineering Inc

CLADDING
Delta Millworks

STRUCTURAL
ENGINEER
BKG Structural
Engineers
GEOTECHNICAL
CONSULTANT
Romig Engineers

DOORS &
WINDOWS
Entry pivot
door, Blomberg
Windows;
custom pocket
door, Fleetwood

LIGHTING
DESIGNER
Tucci Lighting
KITCHEN
Custom millwork,
Ralph King
Cabinetry;
counter-top,
Wilsonart
BATHROOM
Bathtub,
Aquatica; lighting,
Gino Sarfatti

NATURAL STONE FOR KITCHEN & BATH SURFACES
Crafted by nature 300 million years ago, Lundhs Real Stone is one of the most compact
natural materials, making your worktop withstand heat, stains and scratches from daily
wear and tear. The complex blend of beautiful feldspar crystals diﬀers from one slab
of rock to another, creating subtle distinctions that make every surface unique. Each
Lundhs Real Stone is delivered with a certificate of authenticity stating the origin of
the stone – your own unique piece of Norway.
Discover the beauty and diversity of Lundhs Real Stone, order samples and find your nearest store at lundhsrealstone.com
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